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ABSTRACT 
We derive an efficient recursive procedure for the triangular factorization of 
strongly regular matrices with generalized displacement structure that includes, 
as special cases, a variety of previously studied classes such as Toeplitz-like and 
Hankel-like matrices. The derivation is based on combining a simple Gaussian 
elimination procedure with displacement structure, and leads to a transmission- 
like interpretation in terms of two cascades of first-order sections. We further 
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derive state-space realizations for each section and for the entire cascades, and 
show that these realizations satisfy a generalized embedding result and a gener- 
alized notion of J-losslessness. The cascades turn out to have intrinsic blocking 
properties, which can be shown to be equivalent to interpolation constrains. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrices that exhibit certain structure, such as Toeplitz, Hankel, close- 
to-Toeplitz, or close-to-Hankel, often arise in application problems. The 
structure of these and other related classes of matrices is nicely captured 
by introducing the concept of displacement structure [l-4]. In this con- 
text, an n x n non-Hermitian structured matrix R is compactly described 
by a pair of n x T matrices {G,B} (called a generator pair of R) with 
T << n, and the column dimension of G or B is called the displacement 
rank of R. The triangular factorization of such strongly regular R ( i.e., a 
matrix with nonzero leading minors) can be computed efficiently and recur- 
sively in O(rn’) operations (additions and multiplications) [6, 7, 91. This is 
achieved by appropriately combining Gaussian elimination with displace- 
ment structure. The resulting algorithm can be regarded as a far-reaching 
generalization of an algorithm of Schur [lo], which was chiefly concerned 
with the apparently very different problem of checking that a power se- 
ries is analytic and bounded in the unit disc; hence the name generalized 
Schur algorithm. 
The concept of displacement structure and structured matrices can be 
motivated by considering the much-studied special case of a symmetric 
Toeplitz matrix, T = [~l~-jl]~?~~. Since T depends only on n parameters 
rather than n2, it may not be surprising that matrix problems involving T 
(such as triangular factorization, orthogonalization, inversion) have com- 
plexity O(n2) rather than O(n3). But what about the complexity of such 
problems for inverses, products, and related combinations of Toeplitz ma- 
trices such as Tp1,TlT2,Tl - T2TT1Tb,(TlT2)-1T3,...? Though these are 
not Toeplitz, they are certainly structured, and the complexity of inversion 
and factorization may be expected to be not much different from that for a 
pure Toeplitz matrix, T. It turns out that the appropriate common prop- 
erty of all these matrices is not their “Toeplitzness,” but the fact that they 
all have low displacement rank. The displacement of an n x n Hermitian 
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matrix R was originally defined by Kailath et al. [2, 31 as 
VRr R- ZRZ”, (1) 
where the symbol * stands for Hermitian conjugate transpose of a matrix 
(complex conjugation for scalars), and Z is the n x n lower shift matrix with 
ones on the first subdiagonal and zeros elsewhere; ZRZ’ corresponds to 
shifting R downwards along the main diagonal by one position, explaining 
the name displacement for OR. If VR has low rank, say r, independent of 
n, then R is said to be structured with respect to the displacement defined 
by (l), and T is referred to as the displacement rank of R. In this case, we 
can (nonuniquely) factor VR as 
VR = R - ZRZ” = GJG’, (2) 
where J = J’ is a signature matrix that specifies the displacement inertia 
of R: it has as many *l’s on the diagonal as VR has positive and negative 
eigenvalues, J = IP $ --Iq,,p + q = T, and G is an n x T matrix. The pair 
{G, J} is called a generator of R, since it contains all the information on 
R. In fact, we can write down an explicit and interesting representation 
for R in terms of the columns of its generator matrix G. Using the fact 
that Z is nilpotent, viz., Zn = 0, we can readily conclude that the unique 
solution of (2) for a given {G, J} is 
n-1 
R = c ZiGJG*Z’“. 
i=O 
(3) 
For a symmetric Toeplitz matrix T = [cli _jl]~~~o with cc = 1, it is 
straightforward to verity that if we subtract ZTZ’ from T, then we obtain 
T - ZTZ* = 
[,“. c1 .; (-11 
which shows that T - ZTZ” has rank 2, or equivalently, T has displacement 
rank2, independent of n. 
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The structure in (1) is convenient for Toeplitz and related matrices. 
References [2, 31 also noted the possibility of other definitions of displace- 
ment appropriate for Hankel-type matrices, periodic matrices, etc. Inde- 
pendently, Heinig and Rost [ll] studied the properties and applications of 
definitions such as VR = ZR - RZ”, and more generally VR = UR - RV 
for suitable matrices {U, V}. This definition is especially appropriate for 
Hankel (and Hankel-derived) matrices. For example, if H = [hi+j]t,Tdo is 
a Hankel matrix, we can see that 
- 0 -ho -h1 “. -hn-2- 
ho 
VH=ZH-HZ*= hl 0 has rank 2. (5) 
-h,‘-2 
Note however that H cannot be recovered from its displacement V H, be- 
cause the entries h,_ 1, . . , hz, _ 2 do not appear in VH; this difficulty can 
be fixed in various ways (see, e.g., [8, 11, 121 and the brief discussion in 
Section 6.2 below). 
Because of the famous Levinson algorithm [13] for solving Toeplitz (or 
normal) equations (or equivalently making a triangular factorization of the 
inverse of the Toeplitz matrix), many later studies of fast factorization 
algorithms focused on the derivation of Levinson-like recursions for solving 
Rx = [l 0 ... O]* 
for a column vector z and for more general matrices R. The Levinson al- 
gorithm was also used by Bareiss [14], LeRoux and Gueguen [15], Morf 
[16], and Rissanen [17] to find fast algorithms for the triangular factoriza- 
tion of the Toeplitz matrix itself (rather than its inverse). It was noted by 
Dewilde, Vieira, and Kailath [18] that an algorithm of Schur [lo] was in 
fact the fist to eficiently solve the direct factorization problem for Toeplitz 
matrices. Lev-Ari and Kailath [7] later noted that the Schur algorithm 
could be extended to solve the factorization problem for a larger class of 
Hermitian matrices R that have displacement structure of the form 
VR= 2 dtjZiRZei 
i,j=O 
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if and only if the bivariate polynomial 
d(z,w) = 2 f&ziw*3 
2.3=0 
admits the representation 
for certain functions {o(z),p(z)}. Th’ 1s g eneralization includes as special 
cases the Toeplitz structure, which corresponds to d(z, w) = 1 - zw*, the 
Hankel structure, which corresponds to d(z, w) = j(z-w*)(wherej2 = -l), 
and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel structure, which corresponds to d(z, w) = j(z - 
w*)(l - zw*) (see, e.g., [7, 191). 
Later Chun and Kailath [8, 9, 201 pointed out that the Schur algorithm 
could be used to solve not only direct factorization problems but also inver- 
sion problems and QR factorization problems, by studying suitably defined 
block matrices and using more general definitions of displacement structure: 
OR = R-FRF*, VR = R - FRA’, 
VR = FR-RF*, UR = FR - RA*, 
with 
{F, A} strictly lower triangular. 
However, the case of lower triangular (or even diagonal) matrices F and 
A is important in many applications, such as interpolation problems [24- 
26]. Lev-Ari and Kailath [5, 271 studied the lower triangular case. In 
[27] they described a recursive state-space procedure for the factorization 
of Hermitian positive definite matrices with a Toeplitz-like (or close-to- 
Toeplitz) structure of the form 
VR=R-FRF*=GJG*. 
where F is a stable ( i.e., all eigenvalues are strictly inside the unit disc) 
lower triangular matrix, G is an n x T matrix that is called the generator of 
R, and J is a signature matrix of the form J = diagonal{&, -Ip} (ptq = r). 
The recursive procedure was derived by embedding {F, G} into a J-lossless 
state-space system matrix 
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that satisfies the (discrete-time) embedding or dilation relation 
and then defining a recursive cascade decomposition of this system matrix 
into a product of first-order J-lossless system matrices. 
In this paper we simplify this general line of argument to obtain a uni- 
fied derivation for the study of the previous classes of structured matrices 
and extensions thereof. In particular, we develop a recursive matrix-based 
derivation of a generalized factorization algorithm for strongly regular non- 
Hermitian matrices with a generalized displacement structure of the form 
VR = RRA’ - FRA*, 
where {R, A, F, A} are lower triangular. R is said to be structured if VR 
has low rank, independent of n. The derivation also leads to an extension 
of the embedding relation (6) to the non-Hermitian case-see (22) and (33) 
below. 
The factorization algorithm is derived by combining a simple Gaussian 
elimination (or Jacobi reduction) procedure with the generalized (displace- 
ment) structure. To further emphasize this point, we should mention here 
that the Gaussian elimination procedure factors an arbitrary matrix, but 
with O(n3) elementary computations for an n x n matrix. The fact that R 
has further (displacement) structure allows us to show that the Gaussian 
procedure can be reduced to a pair of generalized (Schur) recursions. The 
resulting algorithm works only with the entries of the generator matrices 
{G, B} and the defining matrices {a, A, F, A}. It does not use the entries 
of R, in contrast to the Gaussian procedure. In some applications, for in- 
stance, such as interpolation problems (see, e.g., [24, 26, 28]), we do not 
even know the matrix itself. All we know is that R satisfies a special (dis- 
placement) equation, and all we are given are the generator matrices and 
the displacemant form. In such cases, computing the triangular factors of 
R via the Gaussian elimination procedure would require us to first solve for 
R. On the other hand, the recursive algorithm presented here avoids this 
step and uses only the generator matrices and the quantities that define 
the displacement of R; the matrix itself is not needed. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the class 
of matrices with generalized displacement structure. In Section 3 we de- 
scribe the classical Gaussian (often also called Jacobi or Schur) reduction 
procedure for the triangular factorization of strongly regular matrices. In 
Section 4, we exploit the underlying structure and show that the Gauss 
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reduction collapses to an efficient generator recursion. We also remark the 
appearance of a generalized embedding relation. In Section 5, we discuss 
some of the implications of this general embedding result. We show that 
the generator recursion leads to a cascade of first-order sections that sat- 
isfy a (non-Hermitian) J-losslessness relation. We may mention that these 
cascades turn out to have intrinsic interpolation properties, which can be 
advantageously used in the solution of several types of unconstrained in- 
terpolation problems such as Pad6 approximation, Lagrange interpolation, 
and others (see, e.g., [ZS]). In Section 6, we derive the generalized Schur 
algorithm by further simplifying the generator recursions of Section 4, and 
elaborate on some computational and uniqueness issues. In Section 7, we 
derive a state-space realization for the entire cascade of first-order sections, 
and show that it also satisfies a general embedding result. Section 8 has 
some concluding remarks. 
1.1. Direct Factorization Problems 
Before proceeding further, we would like to stress that direct factoriza- 
tion is, in many respects, more fundamental than the inverse problem. To 
illustrate this point we consider several examples that show the need for 
more general structures such as R - FRF’ rather than R - ZRZ*. The 
arguments that follow are based on an embedding technique of Chun and 
Kailath [8, 91, which shows how to exploit the freedom in choosing F to 
great effect. 
Consider again the case of an n x n symmetric Toeplitz matrix T for 
which T - ZnTZE has rank 2 (Z, denotes the n x n lower shift matrix). If 
we form the block matrix 
then it is straightforward to check that the displacement rank of M with 
respect to M - Zz,MZ& is equal to 4. However, we can get a lower 
displacement rank by using a different definition, 
VM=M- [; ;]M[; ;I*, 
which corresponds to choosing F = Z @ Z in the definition R - FRF’ 
(rather than F = Zz,, the 2n x 2n lower shift matrix). 
The question is then how to exploit the structure of M in order to ob- 
tain fast factorization of T-l. The answer is that the (generalized) Schur 
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algorithm operates as follows: it starts with generators matrix G of a struc- 
tured matrix (say the generator of M), and at each step it provides us with 
the generator of the successive Schur complements of the matrix. So the 
first step of the algorithm gives us Gi, which is the generator of the Schur 
complement of A4 with respect to its (0, 0) entry. The next step gives us 
Gz, which is the generator of the Schur complement of A4 with respect to 
its 2 x 2 leading submatrix, and so on. After n such steps, we clearly obtain 
the generator of the nth Schur complement, which is T-l. 
Hence, by performing the direct factorization of the extended matrix 
M in (7) we also obtain the factors of the inverse matrix T-l; this is an 
alternative to the use of the Levinson algorithm for this problem. As a sec- 
ond example, we consider the product of two symmetric Toeplitz matrices 
TiTz, 
TV = [c~~_~~]?~~, T2 = [e/i-jj]Ljio3 with ce=eo=l, 
and note that TlT2 is the Schur complement of the (0, 0) block entry in 
the extended matrix M defined by 
M= 
It is now easy to verify that 
VM=M- 
[: i]M[f l]’ 
0 
Cl 
0 
0 
0 
Gl - 1 
1 
er 
h-1 
0 
0 
0 
el 
0 
0 
0 
en- I 
0 ’ 
which shows that M has displacement rank4 with respect to the displace- 
ment operation M- (Z@Z)M(Z@Z)*. The (generalized) Schur algorithm 
can then be used to determine a generator for TlT2 and consequently its 
triangular factorization. Several other examples can be found in [8, 91. 
Applications with more general matrices F (i.e., not necessarily strictly 
lower triangular) include interpolation problems [24, 26, 281 and adaptive 
filtering [21, 261. 
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2. GENERALIZED DISPLACEMENT STRUCTURE 
We consider an arbitrary nx n strongly regular (i.e., all leading principal 
minors are nonzero) matrix R that satisfies a generalized displacement 
equation of the form 
RRA’ - FRA* = GJB”, (8) 
where R, A, F, and A are n x n lower triangular matrices whose diagonal 
entries will be denoted by {wi}lzd, {&}~~,i, {fi}yzd, and {ai}~~d, re- 
spectively, G and B are n x T so-called generator matrices (with T 5 n); 
and J is an T x r signature matrix that satisfies J2 = I, such as J = I, 
J= t _“I 
[ 1 , p+q=r, 9 
or some other possible form. We assume here, for convenience, that 
for all i, j. (9) 
This guarantees the existence of a unique solution R of the displacement 
equation (8), since we can then solve directly for the entries {rmj} of R. 
For example, the entries of the first row of R satisfy 
wo [TOO To1 . . ~o,n-~]a*-fo[~oo~ol ... ro,n_l]A*=gOJB*, 
where go denotes the first row of G; hence they can be determined uniquely. 
Once the entries of the first row of R are determined, we can repeat the ar- 
gument for the second row, and so on ‘. Alternatively, it will be clear later 
that the above conditions allow us to uniquely determine the triangular 
factors of R, and consequently R itself. We further note that algorithms 
often need to be developed in circumstances where the nonuniqueness con- 
dition does not hold; procedures for such cases are briefly addressed in 
Section 6.2, (and also in [19, 231). 
We shall say that R has a generalized displacement structure with re- 
spect to (0, A, F, A}, and {G, B} will be called a generator pair of R. The 
reason for calling R a structured matrix is that Toeplitz and Hankel matri- 
ces satisfy special cases of (8), as remarked in the introductory section. An- 
other interesting example is the case of a symmetric Toeplitz-plus-Hankel 
‘The authors would like to thank a referee for pointing out corrections to our original 
argument, and Professor G. W. Stewart for suggesting this alternative proof. 
where 
J= 
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matrix [19], viz., 
R = T + H = [c,~-~, + hi+&:,, with ce=l. 
It is straightforward to verify that the difference 
ZR(I + 2’)’ - (I + ZZ)RZ* 
has rank 4, viz., 
ZR(I + Z2)* - (I + Z2)RZ* = GJG*, 
r 10 l 0 
0 1 C?r ; + ho 
0 0 cz + ho cl f hl 
0 0 c3 + hl cz + hz 
0 0 c4 + ha c3 + h3 
. . . . . . 
(10) 
Therefore, a symmetric Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix has displacement rank 
4, and (10) is a special case of (8) with 
n=A=Z, A=F=IfZ2, r = 4, G and J as above. 
The displacement operators {Z, I+ Z2, I+ Z2, Z} do not satisfy the unique- 
ness condition (9). However, this can be handled as discussed in [19] (see 
also the discussion in Section 6.3). 
We further remark that (8) includes more general structured matrices 
such as Toeplitz-like (e.g., quasi-Toeplitz, block-Toeplitz, Toeplitz-block) 
and Hankel-like (e.g., quasi-Hankel, block-Hankel, Hankel-block, Vander- 
monde): Toeplitz-like matrices correspond to R = A = I, while Hankel-like 
matrices correspond to A = F = I. 
3. GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION 
The assumption of strong regularity of R = [rmj]~~j~o guarantees the 
existence of a triangular factorization of the form [29] 
R = LD-lU. 
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where D is diagonal and L and U are lower- and upper-triangular matrices, 
respectively. The columns of L and U, and the diagonal entries of D, can be 
computed recursively via the Gauss (also often called Jacobi [22] or Schur 
[lo]) reduction procedure. Let 1s,u;j, and dc denote the first column, the 
first row, and the (0, 0) entry of R, respectively: 
r00 
rl0 
do = Too, lo= 1 Ll u; = [Too To1 ... rO,n-ll~ rn-1.0 
Then 
ro 0 . . . 01 
(11) 
where RI = [T-$]:;~~=, is called the Schur complement of r-00 in R. The 
expression (11) represents one reduction step, and it can now be repeated 
in order to compute the Schur complement Rz = [r$]kyj3= o of r6;’ in RI, 
and so on2. This suggests the following recursive procedure: 
&I = Ri - l,d+;, & = lo, iq = u;, & = R, (12) 
where di = r$ , and L and 2Ll denote the ith column and row of &, 
respectively. Notice that the first i entries of z and ii,* are all zero; we shall 
denote the corresponding nonzero parts by li and ut, respectively, viz., 
L= [“;;1], iii= [“:;:‘I, 
That is, li and uZ+ are the first column and row of the ith Schur complement 
R,. We can also rewrite each reduction step (12) in the following alternative 
form: 
Rz = [li ,,p,] [“i; xe,] [ Ui ,,._:_,I .* (13) 
2Because of this terminology, we had dubbed this the Schur reduction procedure in 
[5, 71 and in later papers. G. W. Stewart reminded us that this was just Gaussian elim- 
ination; also that for nonsymmetric matrices, the LC’decomposition should be credited 
to Jacobi in 1857. 
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It follows from (12) that R can be expressed as the sum of n rank-l terms 
(since R, = 0), 
n-1 
R = c lid;%;. 
i=O 
Therefore, the triangular factors L, U, and D are given by 
D = diagonal{dc, di, . . , d, _ 1). 
Observe that the reduction procedure (12) is a recursive algorithm that 
operates directly on the entries of the successive Schur complements Ri. 
This clearly requires O(n3) operations (additions and multiplications) for 
an arbitrary strongly regular matrix R. However, the computational com- 
plexity can be reduced to O(rn2) in the case of structured matrices as 
in (8) (with some additional constraints on the displacement operators 
{Q, A, F, A}, as discussed in Section 6.2). For such structured matrices, 
we can replace (12) with the so-called generator recursions that operate 
directly on the elements of the generator matrices G and B, which have rn 
elements each, as compared to n2 in R. For example, in the Toeplitz and 
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel cases we have r = 2 and T = 4 respectively, indepen- 
dent of n. 
4. GENERALIZED GENERATOR RECURSIONS 
We now verify that the successive Schur complements Ri also exhibit 
generalized displacement structure. 
We start with the first Schur complement RI defined by (11). It readily 
follows from the displacement equation (8) that the first column lo and the 
first row ut, of R satisfy the following relations (due to the lower triangu- 
larity of the displacement operators {R, A, F, A}): 
Rl& = Flea; + GJbg, 
wou;A* = f,,u;A* + goJB*, (14) 
do = go Jbr, 
~06; - foa; 
where go and bo denote the first rows of G and B, respectively. That 
is, given G, B, and the displacement operators {R, A, F, A}, we can write 
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down explicit expressions for the first triangular factors 10 and UC;, 
lo = (S,“R - a;F)-‘GJb;, 
u,, = (w;A - f;A)-‘BJgo”. 
It follows from the uniqueness condition (9) that we either have web,* # 0 or 
foa;l # 0. So assume wo # 0 and 60 # 0. If this were not the case then the 
argument equally applies, by symmetry and by obvious modifications, to 
the case fo # 0 and a0 # 0. Either way, the final result is the one stated in 
Theorem 2 further ahead. Let {RI, A,, Fl, A,} be the submatrices obtained 
after deleting the first row and column of {R, A, F, A}, 
where ? denotes irrelevant entries. Using (11) and (14), we can prove the 
following result. 
FACT 1 (STRUCTURE OF RI). The first Schur complement RI is also 
.&u&red with generator matrices G1 and B1, viz., 
where G1 and B1 are (n - 1) x r matrices that are computed from G and 
B as follows: 
0 
[ I = GI Floe; J + GJs; J, 
0 
[ I = Bl Auoh; J + BJk; J, 
(15) 
where CO and ho are arbitrary r x 1 column vectors, and SO and ko are 
arbitrary r x r matrices chosen so as to satisfy the generalized embedding 
relation 
Proof. The proof can be obtained via the direct manipulations of (11) 
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and (14). Using (11) we write 
C&A*-FzA* = GJ{J-&}JB* 
- GJ$$&u;A* - Flo&JB* 
+ Flo- goJb;; U*A+ 
wod;S; 0 7 (17) 
where we have replaced Rla and uGA* by the relations (since wc # 0 and 
50 # 0) 
Rio = ;[Floa; + GJb;;], 
0 
u;A* = $ [fou;A* + go JB*]. 
If we had instead fs # 0 and aa # 0, then we would have replaced Flo and 
uzA* by (a;*[fIlo6t;-GJbE]) and (f;‘[wou;;A*-goJB*]), respectively; thus 
leading to the corresponding embedding relation. We now verify that the 
right-hand side can be put into the form of a perfect square by introducing 
some auxiliary quantities. Consider T x T matrices Ice and se and r x 1 
column vectors ho and cc that are defined to satisfy the following relations 
(in terms of the quantities that appear on the right-hand side of the above 
expression) : 
s;Jko = J - a, 
c;Jko = -$&, 
s;Jho = -&; 
c;;Jho = -$$&. 
0 ,I 
(18) 
Using {co, so, ho, ko}, we can rewrite the right-hand side of (17) in the 
form 
GJs;, Jko JB” + GJs; Jhou;;A* + Floe; Jko JB* + Floe;, Jhou;A*, 
which can be clearly factored as Gi J&, where 
Gi = Floc:J + GJsgJ and ii = AuohiJ + BJk,*J. 
Recall that_the first row and column of Ei are zero. Hence, the first rows 
of Gi and B1 are zero: 
El= O 
[ 1 G ’ 
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Finally, it follows from the definitions in (18) (and from the expression for 
do) that {co, SO, ho, Ica} satisfy 
which leads to (16). ??
We shall later give explicit expressions for {CO, SO, ho, 50) that satisfy 
(18), in terms of the known quantities {~o,~o,~o,wo,~o, bo}. Meanwhile, 
observe that the generator recursions (15) and the expressions for the trian- 
gular factors in (14) can be combined and rewritten compactly as follows: 
It is clear that the previous discussion can be repeated for the higher-order 
Schur complements Ri (i > 2), leading to the following theorem, (assuming 
w& # 0). 
THEOREM 1. (Structure of the Schur complements) The Schur comple- 
ments Ri satisfy the displacement equation 
O,R,Af - FiRiA,* = GiJBt, (20) 
where Gi and Bi are (n - i) x r generator matrices that satisfy, along with 
the triangular factors li and ui, the following recursions: 
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where ci and hi are arbitrary r x 1 column vectors, and si and ki are 
arbitrary r x r matrices chosen so as to satisfy the generalized embedding 
relation 
(22) 
with gi and bi denoting the first rows of Gi and Bi, respectively, 
di = $1 L= gi Jbf 00 wif!is - fza,t ’ 
and {Ri, Ai, Fi, Ai} are the submatrices obtained after deleting the first row 
and column of the corresponding matrices (f2i _ 1, Ai _ 1, Fi _ 1, Ai _ 1). 
5. GENERALIZED EMBEDDING RELATIONS 
Observe that each generator recursion involves two first-order discrete- 
time systems (in state-space form) that appear on the right-hand side of 
(21). We now verify that these systems satisfy a generalized losslessness 
relation. We remark that (22) is a generalization and an extension to the 
non-Hermitian case of the now well-known Hermitian embedding relation 
for J-lossless systems (see e.g., [27, 311 and Equation (6) in the introductory 
section). 
Consider the generalized embedding relation (22), and introduce the 
two first-order discrete-time state-space models that arise in the generator 
recursion (21), viz., 
where x!l”) denote the so-called state variables, and w!~“) denote 1 x r 
row inpit vectors at time j (that is, the input vectors ire from the left). 
Let @i(z) and l?i(z) denote the corresponding r x r (generalized) transfer 
matrices, viz., 
O,(z) = JsfJ + Jbf [r-‘6: - a:]-‘c!J, 
I?,(Z) = JkfJ + Jg; [.Zz-‘Wg - f:]-‘h;J. (25) 
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Using the embedding relation (22), we readily conclude that the first-order 
sections @i(z) and I’,(z) satisfy the generalized J-losslessness (or normal- 
ization) relation 
ri(Z)Jq(w) = J on zw* = 1 (26) 
5.1. First-Order Sections 
The above discussion clearly shows that we can associate with each 
embedding relation (22) two transfer matrices I’i(z) and O,(z) that satisfy 
(26). We now verify that (22) completely specify {ci, sir h,, ki} in terms of 
the known quantities. 
LEMMA 1. ({h,, k %, c,, sz}). All choices of h,, k,, cz, and si are given by 
for arbitrary constant matrices Oi and rz satisfying @,JI’~ = J, and arbi- 
trary scalars Ti and p, such that Tip: = 1. 
Proof The proof is patterned on one in [27]. Let r% and /lZ be two 
arbitrary scalars on the curve T& = 1. We first show how to choose pairs 
(Xi, Zi) and (Ci, 2%) such that the corresponding transfer matrices f’,(z) and 
8%(z) [as in (25)] satisfy ?%(pL,*) = IT and &(T~-*) = I,, or equivalently, 
I$ -t E~(TiTi6~ - ai)-lb, = I, and xZ + xz(p,w, - f%)-‘g% = I,. 
But (22) implies that &d: f,” +?iJg,* = 0 and ^h,diat +z,Jb: = 0. Therefore, 
The claim is that other values of {h,, k,, c,, st} are related to {Xi, i,, 2%) I$} 
b 
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for arbitrary constant matrices Oi and I2 that satisfy QiJIf = J. TO check 
this, let O,(z) and l?,(z) be the transfer matrices of any other possible 
choice (ci,si) and (hi, Ici), respectively. Clearly, I?,(&*)J@f(r,-*) = J, 
since rip; = 1. If we define 
6i(Z) = Oi(Z)Oil(Tt’*) and Fi(z) = ri(z)I’;‘&*). 
Then &(r%:*) = 1, and Fi(pi*) = I,.. Using the fact that these conditions 
are satisfied by (ii7 &) and (Zi, Zi), we readily conclude that 
h.j = O,l(r%-*)^hi, ki = C3i’(Ttp*)Ki, 
ci = r;l(p;*)zi, Si = r&;*)g. 
Using the just-derived expressions for (hi, ki) and (ci, si) we can verify 
that l?,(z) and O,(z) in (25) can be rewritten in the following forms 
where 
Br i(z) = f,* - Pfwf ai - 63 
6, - p:Ui Wz* - f,*z 
and Bo i(z) = a5 - C6f fi - wiz, 
Wi - T,*fi Sf - agz 
Consider for example, the special case of non-Hermitian Toeplitz-like 
structured matrices, viz., 
R - FRA* = GJB’. 
Then the above expressions reduce to 
Br,i(z) = 
f,‘-& Ui - Z fi -z a: -r,* 
1 - pL,*ai 1 - f,*z and Be,i(z) = ~ 1 - r,* fi 1 - az*z’ 
and it is easy to see that the first-order sections O,(z) and l?,(z) have an 
interesting blocking property, 
bJi(ai) = 0 and giOi(fi) = 0, 
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which can be used as a basis for an alternative approach to the solution of 
(constrained and unconstrained) interpolation problems (see, e.g., [24, 26, 
281). 
6. GENERALIZED SCHUR ALGORITHM 
We can also substitute the expressions for (h,, k,) and (ci, si) into the 
generator recursions (21). This allows us to rewrite the recursions in an 
alternative form (where {ci, szr hi, kz} are eliminated); thus leading to the 
general result: 
THEOREM 2 (Generator recursions) Assume the uniqueness condition 
(9) holds. The successive Schur complements of R in (8) are structured as 
in (20) with: 
[Gp,l] = [c,+(mi-r,,)c,~]% 
[By+l] = [o,+(w-,)B%~]ri. 
where 
. 
We now further simplify the recursions of Theorem 2 by properly choos- 
ing the free parameters (Oi, rz, r,, p2). First recall that R is assumed to 
be strongly regular. This guarantees that d, # 0 for every i and hence the 
term giJb; cannot vanish. Therefore, we can always choose constant ma- 
trices Oi and l?i such that @iJI’f = J and the rows gz and bi are reduced 
to the forms 
gi0, = [0 ... Ox!‘)0 ... 0] z and bilYz = [0 ... Oy,(j)O ... 01, (27) 
where the nonzero entries x!‘) and ,!‘I are in the same column position, 
say the jth position. Observ: that (diet, &Ii) is also a generator pair of 
R,, since 
GiOi JrlB: = G, JB:. 
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Moreover, we shall say that a given generator pair is proper if the first row 
of each generator matrix has a single nonzero entry in the same column 
position. Therefore, the above choice (27) of (Oi, r,) amounts to converting 
the original generator pair (G,, B,) to a proper generator pair (GiOi, &ri): 
I 
0 . . . 0 ,!j) 0 . . . o- 
xxxxxxx 
GiOi= x x x x x x x , 
xxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
r(J . . (J p 0 o- 
z 
xxxxxxx 
Biri= x x x x x x x , 
xxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 
It is clear that we must have 
We also remark that Oi and T‘i can be implemented by using suitable 
variations of elementary transformations such as Householder, Givens, hy- 
perbolic, etc.. Substituting (27) into the generator recursions of Theorem 
2 we obtain the following generalized Schur algorithm in (proper) array 
form. 
ALGORITHM 1 (Generalized Schur algorithm: Array form) The gen- 
erator recursions can be rewritten in the following simplified array form: 
where Qi, and Qi are as before. The triangular factors are given by 
li = (SfRi - afFi)-‘GiOi J [0 ’ ’ ’ 0 y,!j’ 0.. ’ O]*, 
Ui = (wf Ai - fz’Ai)-lBil?i J [0 . ’ ’ OX?) 0.. . O]*. 
(29) 
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The generator recursions (28) have a simple array interpretation: 
(i) Convert (GJ3,) to a proper generator pair (GiOi! B,I’i) with respect 
to a certain column, say the jth column. 
(ii) Multiply the jth column of (G,O,) by a, and the jth column of 
(BJ’i) by 9,, while keeping all other columns of (G,&, &I’,) unchanged. 
(iii) These steps result in a pair of nonproper generators (Gi+i, Bi+i) 
and we return to step (i). 
Notice that the (0,O) entries of @‘z and 9, are zero. Hence, the effect of 
(.Y) step (ii) is to annihilate the nonzero entries zi and y(j) 2 of the jth columns 
of (GiOi, &I’%): 
-0 0 o- 
x x x 5 .% .r X z x 
x ai,jth col. z 2 X 
. . . 
_x x x_ x x x _x x x_ 
-0 0 o- 
x x 2 x x x 
x Si, jth col. z 2 5 
-+ . . . . . . . . . . 
x n: 2, _.x 5 x_ 
0 
[ 1 Gi+l ’ 
0 
[ 1 Bi+l 
The triangular factors li and ui can be obtained via (29). Observe however, 
that we do not need to explicitly form the inverses (6fRi - azFi)-’ and 
(~:a, - f,Ai)-‘. W e may alternatively determine li and ui by solving the 
following triangular linear systems of equations: 
6.1. A Remark 
Finally, the preceding derivation was based on the assumption that 
R, A, F, and A in (8) are lower triangular matrices. If that is not so, then 
we can apply the generalized Schur decomposition theorem [30], which 
guarantees the existence of unitary matrices Qi, Qz, PI, and P2 such that 
0 = Q;fiQz, F = Q;F^Qz, A = P;iiPz, and A = P;iPg, 
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where 6, A, 2 and A^ are lower triangular. If we define R = Q2RP,*, 21 = 
QiG, and B^ = PlB, then Equation (8) reduces to 
AAh __A 
RRA* - FRA* = CJ?. 
We can now compute the triangular factorization R = 2% using the ,-..hh 
derived recursions, and this leads to the factorization R = Q$LDUP2. 
6.2. Remarks on Nonuniqueness and Computational Complexity 
We now discuss some points relevant to the invertibility, uniqueness 
conditions, and computational complexity of the generalized Schur algo- 
rithm. We first remark that at each step we need to (at least implicitly) 
compute the inverses 
(w;Ai - f;Ai)-’ and (6fR, - afFi)-‘. 
These are (n - i) x (n - i) matrices whose inversion, in general, requires 
O((n-i)3) p t o era ions. If we are interested in a fast [O(n”)] algorithm, 
then R, A, F, and A have to satisfy the additional constraint that solving 
the linear systems for Zi and ui requires O(n - i) operations. For example, 
in the special case 
R=A=I, F and A srictly lower triangular, 
the matrices w:A, - f:Ai and 6fRi - afF, are both equal to the identity 
matrix. Moreover, in interpolation problems (see, e.g., [24, 281) one is often 
faced with 
R=A=I, F = A = a diagonal matrix, 
in which case w:fii - f,*Fi is diagonal and hence easily invertible. 
We have also assumed throughout our discussion that R is unique and 
hence w& - j’;ai # 0 for all i, j. This condition guarantees the invertibility 
of the matrices wf Ai - f%?Ai and 6fRi - afF,. Suppose, indeed, that this 
is not the case; then we are led to the following expressions for li and Ui: 
(s;Oi - afFi)li = GiJba and (wf Ai - fC’ Ai)ui = Bi Jgt, 
which show that if either Ui or li is orthogonal to the nullspace of wt Ai - 
fJAi or 6;Ri - afFi, respectively, then we can determine either ui or li 
unambiguously by using appropriate pseudoinverses: (wf Ai - f,‘Ai)+ or 
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(6: 0, - af F,)t. This approach was considered in [8] for the Hankel- 
like case. To illustrate this point, we include a simple example extracted 
from [8, p. 921. 
6.3. A Simple Example 
Consider an n x n real Hankel matrix H, which has displacement rank 
2 with respect to the displacement operation ZH - HZ* [recall (5)]. We 
remarked earlier that H cannot be recovered from its displacement VH, 
because the entries {h, _ 1, . . . , hzn _ 2} do not appear in VH. One solution 
to this difficulty [8, 121 is to embed H into an (n + 1) x (n + 1) extended 
matrix M defined as follows: 
where H is a leading submatrix of M. The extended matrix M also has 
structure with respect to the displacement operation 
where Zn+ r is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) lower shift, 
I 
0 -ha ... -h,-2 -t~,_~ - 
ho -h, 
VM= : 
h,_z 
0 
-&-z 
h,_r h, .. h27L-2 0 _ 
z n+lM - MZ;+,, 
has rank 4. 
The structure of M clearly corresponds to R = 2, + 1, A = I, F = 
I,A = Zn+l; and the nullspace of s;fl - aGF(s Zn+ 1) is the set of all 
(n + 1) x 1 column vectors of the form 
[O . ” 0 cg for arbitrary scalar N. 
The triangular factors of M (denoted by lj”‘) are orthogonal to the above 
nullspace, since the last entries of L,(M) are zero for all i. We can thus 
determine L,(M) uniquely, and by deleting the last entry we obtain the factors 
1, of H. 
An alternative procedure (see [7, 191) is to extend H to a 2n x 2n Hankel 
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matrix H, 
ho hl ... hpl h, h,+l . . . h-2 0 
hl hz . hn hn+l h,+l 0 
hz hs ... hnfl hn+2 . . 
ha-2 0 
0 
0 
and to use the displacement representation of H with respect to 22,s - 
HZ&&. Notice that all the entries {ho,. . , hz,_l} that define the original 
matrix H appear in the displacement Ox. 
7. GENERALIZED STATE-SPACE REALIZATIONS 
We assume here R and A are invertible matrices. Due to the symme- 
try of Equation (8), the same argument can be applied for invertible F 
and A. If we instead had that R and A (or A and F) were invertible, 
then a continuous-time analogue of the embedding technique used to prove 
Fact 1 could be invoked to derive the appropriate generalized state-space 
descritpion-for simplicity and brevity we shall forgo the details here [23] 
and focus only on the discrete-time case for the sake of illustration. 
We showed in Section 5 that each generator recursion gives rise to two 
first-order discrete-time systems O,(z) and r,(z) as in (25) [or alternatively 
(23) and (24)]. Th ere ore, f after n steps we obtain two cascades that we 
denote by O(z) and l?(z), viz., 
O(z) = o,(z)Ol(z).‘.0,-l(t), 
J?(z) = ro(z)rl(z)‘.‘r,-,(z). 
It is clear that O(z) and I’(z) 1 a so satisfy the generalized J-losslessness 
relation 
l?(z)JO*w = J on zw* = 1. 
We shall use the following notation to represent the transfer matrices O,(z) 
and Pi(z) [recall (23) and (24)]: 
r,cz) N 
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We first use the last two sections of each of the cascades and compute their 
state-space realizations defined by 
Wn_2(z) - 0, -2(z)% - l(Z) and T, _ ~(2) N In - z(z)I, - i(z). 
We then use 0, _ a(z) and In - 3 (75) to compute 
w,-3(z) -%-3(Z)Wn-22(Z) and Tn-_y(z) N r,-3(z)Tn-3(z), 
and so on. Clearly, Ta( z) and We(z) represent the entire cascades r(z) and 
O(z), respectively. In matrix notation, the cascades In _ z(z)I’, - i(z) and 
0, _ 2(z)O, _ i(z) are given by 
f;- 2%x 2 0 h;_,J I[ 1 0 0 57,-2(z) N Js,-:w;l, 1 0 0 f;_iw;ti h;_,J , 0 Jk;_,J 0 Jg;_lw,T, Jk;_,J 1 
aE_,S,T, 0 CL-,J 
J47,-2(2) N 0 1 0 
Jb;_,S,T, 0 Js;_~J I[ 1 0 0 0 a;_,6,T_i c;_,J 0 Jb;_,S,:, Js;_,J I 
We are interested in evaluating the right-hand sides of the last two 
expressions. We first remark that (22) leads to 
and. for notational simplicity, we introduce the matrices L, and U, defined 
by 
Using the expressions for G, _ 1, B, _ 1, and the triangular factors 1, _ 2 
and u, _ 2, it can be seen that we can write 
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[fl,‘,Fn-2 Q,‘zG-zl, (30) 
G-2 0 h-2 
-2 A,‘2B,-2]. (31) 
If we now introduce the quantities H,, _ 2, K, _ 2, C, _ 2, and S, _ 2 de- 
fined by 
[K-z k-21 = [O h-1 kn-I] 
w,‘2fn-2 0 w,‘2gn-2 
0 1 0 1 432, h-2 0 h-2 
[G-2 %a-21 = [O cn-1 %-11 
S,t,a,--2 0 S,!,b,-2 
0 1 0 
I 
K’2r 
G-2 0 .%I - 2 
then (30) and (31) imply that 
Tn-2 m 
F,*_,R,:, H;_,J 
JG;_,O,‘, JK;_,J 1 and 
wn-2 N 
JT;;22; 1 . 
Moreover, it follows from (13) and (22) that 
%-&-&-2 0 
0 1 J . 
The same argument can now be used to compute T, _ S(Z) and W, - 3(z) 
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and so on. Each further step would correspond to a relation to the form 
[; 21 [7 ;] [;; ;;I*= [Iii;*’ ;I, (32) 
and 
I 0 
[ 
Wil fi 0 wi ?h 
L-2-l 0 I L;l , hi 0 ki 
b;la, 0 S,lb- 
[Ci S,] = [O G,l si+1 I 0 
[ 
In-i-1 0 ’ 
Ci 0 Si I 
up . 
THEOREM 3 (State-space realizations) The cascades O(z) and I’(z) 
have the following n-dimensional state-space realizations: 
A*j&$ = #)A” + #JB*, 
yy = x!‘)c* J + Wf) Js* J 3 
and 
Q*X(.2) _ X(,2+ + $1 JG* 
3+1 - 3 I 
yi”’ zz x!2)H* J + ,f) JK*J, 
3 
respectively, and satisfy the generalized embedding relation 
[; ;I[: ;] [a ;I*= [fl:A* ;I. (33) 
Moreover, it also follows that l?(z) and O(z) admit the representations: 
I’(z) = {I - (z-’ - p*)JG*(z%* - F*)-‘R-*(A - $A)-%}I’, 
O(z) = {I - (z-l - T*)JB*(z-‘A* - A*)-kl(fl - 7*F)-lG}O, 
where T and p satisfy TP* = 1, and the constant matrices 0 and r satisfy 
OJl?* = J (the values of (0, I’, T, ,LL} depend on the choices {@, I’i, pi, pi}). 
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We introduced a generalized definition of displacement structure and 
showed how to exploit it to derive fast triangular factorization algorithms 
for such matrices. We combined a simple Gaussian elimination procedure 
with displacement structure and derived the corresponding generator re- 
cursions in a convenient array form. It was also verified that each step 
of the algorithm provides two first-order sections that satisfy a general 
embedding relation and a generalized notion of J-losslessness. We also 
derived a state-space realization for the cascade in terms of the matrices 
that describe the matrix (displacement) structure. An application of the 
generalized recursions derived in this paper to unconstrained interpolation 
problems is discussed in [28]. 
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